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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pedo Vásquez has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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exalumno
Alumnus is incorrectly written and it should be written as"former student" being its meaning:<br>In Spanish the word
alumnus does not exist, the prefix " Ex " It is written separated from the word student.

lugar donde se emplea gallo pinto
In Venezuela the expression " gallo pinto 34, refers to the color ( call pt ) plumage of the bird's fight. A gallo pinto, is
usually multicolored, on a white background ( rarely dark ) it has small areas of other colors ( pints ) which can be black,
red, Brown,...

maticas
Caribbean countries uses the affix " ico or ica "   ( It is a diminutive and refers to " smaller "  ) to avoid a cacophony when
the last syllable of the Word starts with " t " instead of using, for example, with the word " cat 34, " 34 kitten; the term is
used " 34 gático;. Then, the word " matica " means, small matte or that has not yet finished growing.

subordinario
Because of their size or complexity, many compound words do not appear in the dictionary. This word is the result of the
prefix sub ( which means " mainly by under "  ) together with the word ordinary ( which means " common "  ). Then,
literally means: below the joint.

trofismo conservado
The term " 34 trophism; is a scientific, reason, which does not appear in common dictionaries. However, used frequently
in the field of medicine to refer to those functions of the organism linked to nutrition, development and conservation of
the fabric. Therefore, a " 34 conserved trophism; refers to a trophism which is maintained in good status.

uepa je!
This is an expression that appears in the Latin music ( Salsa ) and transmits the good mood of the singer ( Lacking letter
41 spaces; to raise the enthusiasm of those who listen to them and denotes " 34 approval, it is a way of saying " I like!  ".

visarro
visarro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bizarre" being its meaning:<br>Visarro writes with " 34 B; and Z.
This word ( Bizarre ) can refer to a surname ( Javier bizarre ) however in Spanish means brave, endeavored, lucid, airy. 
His employment with the sense of rare or bizarre bizarre English or French should be avoided.


